
CHOOSE YOUR
HARMONY

What would cooking be without
colours? Lacanche stoves are a
pleasure to the eyes,with a
choice of conventional and
modern colours.The secret is the
quality of the enamel, applied in
the traditional way in successive
layers.The depth of colour is due
to the number of layers, 2 or 3
depending on the colour, and the
very high temperature baking
process (850° C / 1560° F).
The enamel literally melts onto
the metal, ensuring an
exceptional finish.Whether you
want your Lacanche to blend in
unnoticed or provide a touch of
contrast, 14 colours are available:
Porto blue, French blue, Burgundy
red, Sologne green, tangerine,
terracotta, Provence yellow, black,
white, ivory... and stainless steel.

GOOD TASTE AND COLOURS

Chambertin.

Sully.

Chassagne.Cormatin.

Cluny.

Chagny.

Vougeot.

www.lacanche.com

LES PIANOS GASTRONOMES

Removable cast iron
simmering plate.

Removable griddle plate.

Plate warming cabinet.

Hood with built-in suction unit.The hood colours are co-ordinated with the stoves.
Credenza with utensil holder, very easy maintenance.
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LES PIANOS GASTRONOMES
Fontenay.



REVEAL YOUR GOURMET TALENTS
The scene has only just been set and already the colours and
aromas are drifting into your kitchen.Your Lacanche stove has
started to play. Try a few chords - you will at last be able to
display all your talents.Whole symphonies of pleasure will
soon be coming your way.A new gourmet lifestyle is about to
begin.

YOUR LACANCHE KNOWS
THE TUNE
You are looking at the instrument which all gourmets dream
of - powerful yet subtle, technical yet remaining simple.
You can play whenever you like,whenever you are inspired.

HERE IS THE INSTRUMENT OF ALL PLEASURES PORTRAIT OF A VIRTUOSO
YOU WILL PUT THROUGH ITS PACES

(top view) (profile)

Long-lasting, easy to maintain materials:
vitrified enamel or stainless steel.

Ergonomical
bandles for
complete safety.
Brass or chrome
end pieces.

Storage cabinet.

Drawer
mounted on
runners for storing
dishes.

Plate-warming
cabinet for your
gourmet tableware.

Oven: acid-resistant
enamel-plated
metal panels.
3 versions available:
gas, electric, electric
with forced
convection.

Single piece cooking table
in stainless steel.

Adjustable
height legs.

Enamel-plated cast iron
removable griddle plate,
to be placed on a side pan
support.

Various power burners
from 5,100
to 14,000 Btu/hr
(from 1,5 kW to 4 kW).

Cast iron simmer plate on
17,000 Btu/hr
(5 kW) gas burner.
This provides a cooking
surface on which you can
place several pans. For
browning at the centre or
simmering at the edges.

Reduction bars for small
diameter pans.
Pan supports made
from enamel-plated cast
iron for easy maintenance.

SULLY
Tradition, 6 burners,
simmer plate and griddle
plate.

CHAMBERTIN
Classic, 3 burners.

CORMATIN
Classic, 3 burners.

CORMATIN
Tradition, 2 burners
and simmer plate.

VOUGEOT
Classic, 5 burners.

CHAMBERTIN
Tradition, 2 burners,
simmer plate and
griddle plate.

CHASSAGNE
Classic, 3 burners and
electric griddle (Plancha).


